Hair Sample Envelope Example

Texas 4-H & FFA Validation Hair Sample  (DO NOT STAPLE)

6/10/08  157  Cattle  2301

DATE  COUNTY NAME OR NO.  SPECIES  EAR TAG NO.

Sally Smith or Ben Smith

EXHIBITOR PRINTED NAME(S)

Sally Smith  Ben Smith

EXHIBITOR SIGNATURE(S)

Susie Smith  Charles Kin

PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN SIGNATURE  SUPERVISING CEA/VAT SIGNATURE

Dan Warner  Dan Warner

TECHNICIAN PRINTED NAME  TECHNICIAN SIGNATURE

Please obtain at least 40 hairs with the follicles intact (do not cut). Avoid contamination with other hair samples and keep dry. Sign and seal envelope in the presence of exhibitor. It should be noted that validation is a proof of ownership as required by major livestock shows in Texas. It does NOT automatically enter exhibitors in a major livestock show or county show.
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